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Multifrequency bacl-up alarm - Ref. BRI BBS-097  

 

Are you looking for a exterior reverse alarm with
sound localized immediately and located to the danger
area to provide security around a vehicle? Are you
looking for a exterior white noise reverse alarm able to
reduce noise pollution and which is suitable for
overnight deliveries? Are you looking for a sound
solution with European conformity? Choose SESA
White noise ! SESA White noise is a white sound
reversing alarm supplied by SESALY, equipment’s
manufacturer specialized in designing and assembling
lighting and sound signaling solutions dedicated to
buses and coach comfort and security. It has a CE
marking which attests to its European conformity. This
speaker emits multifrequencies white noises. They can
be located instantly and confined to the danger area.
This white sound reversing alarm avoids noise
pollution for residents and integrates an adaptable
sound for night deliveries, only for the 82dB version
(NAS PIEK). A version with a self-adjusting sound level
of 77 to 97 dB is available, on request, as an option.
This white back-up alarm has many advantages:

It works with an operating voltage of 12Vdc /
24Vdc
Its consumption is very low, only 0.5A max.
Its sound power is from 82dB to 97 db.
Its centerline distance attachment is 76 mm
The waterproof protection rating of the speaker
is 68 (IP).

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Product Type Multi-frequency

Amperage 0,58 AMP at 24V

Fixation Bolt Distance 76 mm

Decibel 77-97 dB

IP protection IP68

Industry Construction, Trailers and Semi-trailers, Trucks, Vans and Chassis cab
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